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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

Peter Ritchie Calder , Baron Ritchie-Calder of Balmashanner
[ 1906, Forfar , Angus-1982, Edinburgh ]

UNESCO Kalinga Prize W inner-1960

Prof  Ritchie Calder in Science in our Lives (1962) states :

“A great discovery depends on three things-The Method-The
Man-The Moment. If the Man does not have the method,

he will miss the moment.”

For a non-careerist and yet fulfilling and exciting life, Calder had his
father as an exemplar .  Son of Dundee Jute workers, Peter Ritchie
Calder became a resourceful Fleet Street journalist, science writer;
UN emissary; professor of International relations at Edinburgh
University , which awarded him an honorary MA  to “make him
legitimate”, for he had no degree; life per , as Lord Ritchie-Calder of
Balmashannar; advisor on science to the Encyclopedia Britannica;
co-founder of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament.
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Journalist and educationist, born in Forfar, Angus, E. Scotland, UK. Specializing in the spread of
scientific knowledge to lay readers, he wrote numerous books including Men Against the Desert
(1951),MEN AGAINST THE JUNGLE(1954) Living with the Atom (1962), dand The Evolution of the Machine
(1968).  He was made a life peer in 1966.

Biography of Professor Ritchie Calder

Peter Ritchie Calder, Baron Ritchie-Calder of Balmashanner (1906) Forfar,
Angus - 1982, Edinburgh) was a noted Scottish author, journalist and academic.

Calder first worked as a journalist in Dundee and Glasgow where he became noted as a socialist
and pacifist.

After moving to London before World War II, he accepted an appointment as the Director of Plans
and Campaigns at the Political Warfare Executive branch of the Government, whichf was responsible
for the allied war propaganda effort.  He wrote propaganda posters and leaflets and speeches for
allied leaders.  He was a member of the 1941 Committee, a group of liberal politicians, writers and
other people of influence in the United Kingdom.  In 1941 he became popular with his book Carry on
London, which described the effects of the German bombardment of London, Coventry and other
cities in Great Britain.

After the war Calder returned to his former activities as a writer and specialised in internationalism,
the peace movement and in the public understanding of science.  He worked also with the United
Nations and was the President of the British Peace Council and of the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament.  Calder was  an ardent pacifist and humanist.  In 1980 he was one of the signatories
of the A Secular Humanist Declaration, a statement of belief in Democratic, Secular.  Humanism,
issued by The Council for Democratic and Secular Humanism(“CODESH”), now the Council for
Secular Humanism (“CSH”).

He also taught International Relations at the University of Edinburgh, from 1961 to 1967.  He was
created a life peer in 1966 and received the 1960 Kalinga prize.

Lord Richtie-Calder is the father of science writer Nigel Calder (b.d1931) and also writer and historian
Angus Calder (b.1942). He is also the grandfather of travel writer Simon Calder.
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WOKS

w Carry On London (1941)

w Living with the Atom

w Born of the Wilderness

w Men Against the Jungle

w Men Against the Desert

w Medicine and Men

w Profile in Science

w Man and the Cosmos

w After the Seventh Day

w The Future of a Troubled World

w The HJond of Life

w Science in our lives

w The Wonderful World of Medicine

w Leonardo

w The Inheritors:  The Story of Man and the

World he Made

w The Pollution of the Mediterranean Sea

w Science and Socialism

w West Meets East

w Dawn Over Asia

w The Birth of the Future

w Man and His Environment

w Hurtling Toward 2000 A.D.

w A Home Called Earth

w Science in Israel

q
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Biography of Peter Ritchie Calder

Peter Ritchie Calder , Later Lord Ritchie-Calder (1906-82), was a humanist , journalist,
British delegate  to UNESCO and UN  Famine Conference, and  adviser to Oxfam. He wrote a
number of books, including Common Sense About a Starving World and made a documentary film
enough to Eat ?  He wrote about the application of science, and wanted people  to see that science,
if  used properly, could help the world rather destroy it.  He believed that understanding evolution
could help us to understand our own nature and behaviour.  He devoted much of his life to the
peaceful uses of atomic energy, and helped to start the United Nations Conference on the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy, as well as being  active in the British Peace Council and the Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament.

Peter Ritchie Calder (Lord Ritchie-Calder of Balmashanner ,1906-1982):

Author, Journalist and academic, BNorn in Forfar, Calder worked as a journalist in Dundee and
Glasgow before moving to London.  His uplifting bnook Carry on London (1941) examined the effects
of the Blitz and how the towns and cities of Britain, including London, Coventry and Clydebank
continued to function.  This brought Calder to the attention of the British Government, yet it is perhaps
surprising that a committed socialist and pacifist accepted an appointment as Director of Plans and
Campaigns with the newly-formed Political Warfare Executive (PWE), responsible for allied
propaganda.  In 1942 as part of a secret delegation, he travelled to Washington DC where he met
President Franklin Roosevelt, Calder developed propaganda strategies for Operation. Torch, the
invasion of North Africa (1942) and Operation Overlord, the Normandy landings (1944) He prepared
speeches for allied leaders, together with propaganda leaflets and posters.

After the Second World War he worked for various international agencies, such as the United Nations.
He wrote widely on subjects including global science, atomic energy, race relations and the peace
movement, specialising in the public understanding of science,d with books suchd as
Living with the Atom (1962), and The Evolution of the Machine(1968).

Serving as Professor of International Relations at the University of Edinburgh (1961-67), Calder was
created a life peer in 1966.  He was President of the British Peace Council and a founder member of
the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament.  He was a friend of socialist author H.G. Wells (1866 -
1946) and Scottish internationalist John Boyd Orr (1880 - d1971) who led the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organisation.

Calder died in Edinburgh.  His son is author and historian Angus Calder (b.1942).
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Peter Ritchie Calder, Baron Ritchie-Calder of Balmashanner (1906, Forfar, Angus,
1982, Edinburgh) was a noted Scottish lauthor, journalist and academic.

Calder first worked as a journalist in Dundee and Glasgow where he became noted as a socialist
and pacifist.

After moving to London before World War II, be accepted an appointment das the Director of Plans
and Campaigns at the Political Warfare Executive branch of the Government, which was responsible
for the allied war propaganda effort.  He wrote propaganda posters and leaflets and speeches for
allied leaders.  He was a member of the 1941 Committee, a group of liberal politicians, writers and
other people of influence in the United Kingdom.  In 1941 he became popular with his book Carry
on London, which described the effects of the German bombardment of London, Coventry and
other cities in Great Britain.

After the war Calder regained his former activities as a writer and specialised in internationalism,
the peace movement and in the public understanding of science.  He worked also withd the United
Nations and was the President of the British Peace Council and of the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament.  Calder was an ardent pacifist and humanist.  In 1980 he was one of the signatories
of the A Secular Humanist Declaration, a statement of belief in Democratic Secular Humanism
issued by The Council for Democratic and Secular Humanism (“CODESH”) now the Council for
Secular Humanism (“CSH”).

He also taught International Relations at the University of Edinburgh, from 1961 to 1967.  He was
created a life peer in 41966 and received the 1960 Kalinga Prize.

Lord Richtie-Calder is the father of writer and historian Angus Calder (b.1942).
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